Operating Instructions:

1. Ensure the relay to be tested is COMPATIBLE with the EQP-018 using chart below.

2. Connect the power leads to the car battery – black alligator clip to negative terminal, red alligator clip to positive terminal.

3. Tester is powered up when the LED illuminates in RED.

4. Check the relay before plugging into the tester.

   If it’s a 4 pin relay then select 4 PIN on the tester.

   If it’s a 5 pin relay select 5 PIN on the tester.
5. Plug in the relay into the correct receptacles in the tester.

6. Press the TEST button. LED should extinguish during test cycle.

7. Tester will open and close the relay 10 times.

**RELAY GOOD:** If the test is successful and the relay is good, the LED will illuminate in GREEN.

**RELAY BAD:** If the relay is bad, the LED will illuminate in RED.

8. Disconnect power leads from the car battery and remove relay from the tester.
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